
Horse Evaluation

Contest Date and Time:

Wednesday, May 5th, 2021

10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

 

Contest Location:

Fairgrounds - Outdoor Arena

Nephi, Utah

 

Host:

Wayne Burrell

wayne.burrell@besd.net

State Provides: Social distance signs, CDE signs, hand sanitizer, and sanitation

wipes/spray.

Team Provides: Clipboard, blank paper, and a pencil.

All team members will be required to wear a mask, covering their nose

and mouth, during the duration of CDEs.

Participants will be using scantrons for this event. A sample copy of the scantron is

available on the Utah FFA website. Please familiarize your competitors with the

scantron prior to the event. Errors made by contestants in completing the scantron

WILL NOT result in their scores being changed or fixed.

Contest Details  

The event will be run according to the rules/format found in the 2017-2021 National

FFA Organization CDE Handbook with the following modifications:

 

1. Selection Classes - there will be 7 classes total of some combination of performance

and halter. Two sets of Oral Reasons will be presented, one on a Performance Class

and one on a Halter Class.
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2. Team Activity

● Part 1: Practical Application Activity - Participants will answer questions and

gather information from a practical application activity. Teams will complete one

practical activity. Participants will have up to ten minutes. Examples of practical

activities include, but are not limited to, feed/hay selection, injections, lameness

and selecting equipment to properly shoe a horse.

● Part 2: Team Scenarios and Presentation - Team members work cooperatively to

complete the problem-solving portion. Teams will orally present solutions to

problems found in the scenario. Teams will have ten minutes to organize and

prepare information and ten minutes to present solutions to judes. Judges may

ask clarifying questions to the teams. Example topics include, but are not limited

to, nutrition, management, anatomy, marketing/current trends, reproduction,

health and animal welfare. Sample scenarios can be found in the Reference

Section of the National FFA Horse Evaluation Handbook.

3. Oral Reasons - Each contestant will be assigned a specific rotation order in which to

present their oral reasons. Any competitor that misses their turn with the assigned

oral reasons judge will receive a zero score for the set of oral reasons. The rotation

will be handed out at the beginning of the event and explained in detail to the

participants. This system will ensure that no two competitors from the same team go

to the same oral reasons judge and it will speed up the event.

Mobile phones and other communications devices ARE NOT allowed while a student is

competing in a CDE. Any student using a phone or any other communication device

FOR ANY PURPOSE during a CDE will be DISQUALIFIED.


